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Clicker training means using a sound or a word to communicate with your
dog. Clickers have been in use for more than forty years. The method is best
known from the world of marine animal training where people need a way to
communicate with animals like dolphins and orcas that can’t be controlled
physically.
A short word like "Nice or Good" in place 
of the click

WHAT IS CLICKER/ MARKER WORD TRAINING

It is fabulously simple. First we teach
the dog that the click/word means
he has won a treat. Then we use the
click to tell the dog when he has
done something we like. 

Essentially: When your dog does
what you want him to do—like a sit or
a down—you click and give him a
treat. This gives your dog instant,
specific feedback. 

You can tell a child you will take him
out for ice cream tomorrow because
he earned good grades today. A dog,
on the other hand, needs immediate
pointers to help him understand
what behaviour he is being rewarded
for. A clicker/marker word is the
perfect tool for this.

HOW DOES IT WORK



SUPER SK I L L  -  CL ICKER  T RA IN ING

Or teaching that click means treat. 

Grab a handful of really yummy treats cut into small pieces.
Every time you click/mark, give your dog a treat (be careful not to click/mark and treat
at the same time; the treat must follow the click/word, not precede or coincide with it).
Do this standing up, sitting down, while moving about, indoors, outdoors. Basically,
make sure your dog understands that the click means treat in all situations.
Do the exercise a few times a day for a few minutes at a time until, when you click, you
notice that your dog is eagerly anticipating the treat.

Don’t give away that a treat is coming except with the click. For example, be careful not
to reach for a treat, point the clicker toward the dog, or reach toward him with the treat
before you click. Train yourself to insert a count or a word before you hand over the
treat: Click./mark One one thousand. Treat.

YOUR DOG, YOUR LIFELINE

Click only once.
If you click you must treat.
The clicker is not a remote control. Don’t use it to
call your dog to you

Journey to Physical and Emotional Freedom

CHARGING THE CLICKER/ MARKER WORD

CLICKER/MARKER WORD RULES

https://a2bdogtraining.com/

NICE



S U P E R S K I L L  -  N O S E  T A R G E T

The goal of this exercise is to teach your dog to
target objects with their nose. This skill is an
essential part of many assistance behaviors.
 

Step 1
Nose contact to the hand – Run some of your pups
treats on the palm of your hand. When your pup is
looking at you, place you hand approx 2-4 inches
away from your dogs nose.  Wait, for your dog's
nose to move towards your hand. Then mark
(CLICK!) and reward giving your dog a treat. 
   
  
 

 

Step 2
Nose contact – present hand as before but wait for
your dog's nose to touch your hand (not necessary
but preferred). Mark and reward contact between
your dogs nose and your palm.

SUPER SKILL 
INTRO TO NOSE TARGET

Step 3
Slightly Left and Right – Change the presentation
and present your hand a little to the left and then
a little to the right of your dog's nose, continuing
to mark and reward the contact between your
dogs nose and your palm.

Step 4
Add cue - When your dog is reliably making
contact firmly and promptly, it's time to add the
 cue.

As you bring your hand out for each repetition
say your chosen cue word (ex. Nose, Touch
PUSH) Immediately before their nose makes
contact with your hand.

STEP 5
Generalize- Time to make sure your dog really
knows the cue, and build a reliable nose target.
Going to generalize it by: Change up your target
hand for a few repetitions,  If you were standing
when you taught now try sitting down, and lastly
take it into another room.

STEP 6
The Three D's- Adding distance at first, you will
want to gradually work a little more distance at a
time. Be mindful of the environment and only ask
for what your know your dog will do. After adding
a distance, you can work on either Duration or
Distractions.

PUPPY POWER PROGRAM
Step by Step Tutorial Handouts
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S U P E R S K I L L  -  D O W N

Treat to the Nose – To begin, take a treat and
hold between your thumb and first 2 fingers. 
Offer towards your puppy and when their nose
gets close slowly move the food towards their
front paws and hold still. 
Your puppy will lean to follow the food with their
nose and as they do their elbows and bottom will
drop to the floor. 
The moment this happens mark and reward your
puppy between their front paws.
Repeat

In this tutorial you are going to learn how to teach
your puppy to lie down on cue. The final position will
be your puppy in a down and resting onto one hip.
This will be incredibly useful when you want to go to
lunch together and have them settling under the
table or when you visit friends and would like them
to relax calmly with you. We are going to show you
how to lure this position but you can also capture
any moment that your puppy naturally offers it by
marking and rewarding throughout 
the day.
 

Steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 

SUPER SKILL 
INTRO TO DOWN USING LURING

PUPPY POWER PROGRAM
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NEXT:
If your puppy remains in position you can reward them
multiple small treats in the same fashion to increase
duration in the down position before releasing your
puppy by saying ‘free’ and rolling a treat away for
them to go and get.This will reset your puppy and
allow you to practice the down again.When this
becomes fluent for your puppy we want to start to
encourage them  to rest onto one hip. After a couple
of goes see if your puppy will naturally relax onto one
hip themselves. From here on you will always look for
hip contact with the floor before marking and
rewarding.

Now Fade out the lure :
The very next stage is to repeat your hand movement
for down, but this time without food in your hand.
When your puppy’s belly touches the floor and they
rock onto one hip, mark and reward as before.

Now we get to gradually transform the visual signal
so that you don’t need to bend and touch the floor to
ask your dog to lie down forever. To do this you will
move your hand as before but stop above the ground
by a few centimetres. When your pup is successful,
progress to ankle height, then calf height, then knee
height. Until eventually you can cue your pup to lie
down using only a hand signal at hip height whilst
standing up!

At this point when your pup fully understands the
small visual signal you can go ahead and add a cue
word. Say ‘down’ just before giving your hand signal,
wait for your pup to respond and when they are lying
down on one hip, mark and reward.

After several repetitions your puppy will start to offer
a down as soon as you say the cue, before you move
your hand.

Remember to practice in lots of locations to
generalise your puppy’s new skill.

Step by Step Tutorial Handouts



S U P E R S K I L L  -  N O S E  T A R G E T

Stand still, centered behind the mat.

When the dog just happens to put a paw on the mat, MARK (CLICK)!
Toss the treat off the mat (you need the dog to leave the mat so he or she can
come back onto the mat to get another click).
Wait for the dog to eat the treat and wander back over to where you’re
standing, accidentally stepping a paw on the mat again in the process.
Click, toss treat.
Repeat

Is your dog a little too excited? Maybe a little bit of a maniac when people come to
the door? Bug you when you're trying to eat dinner? Would you love to have a place
where your dog could just chill out, yet still be in the same room with you?

How to teach go to a mat:
STEPS:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Soon, you’ll be marking and treating rapidly. Your dog might not know exactly what
is getting the click and treat, but you’ll see that hanging out near you and with a
paw on that mat a lot more often.

Next… (Two, three, four paws)
When your dog is getting a paw on the mat every single time, delay the click until
two paws on the mat. You’ll be surprised at how quickly your dog moves both paws
on to the mat. Be ready; click the moment that second paw touches the mat. Toss
the treat and wait again.

Again, pretty quickly, two paws will be the norm. You’re going to wait for the dog to
have three paws on the mat before you click. Then, when reliably getting three
paws on the mat, click only when the dog has all four paws on the mat. 

NEXT… (Sit & Down)
Now—remain silent. Remain still. Do nothing except marking and treating. When
your dog is good at getting four paws on the mat, wait until the dog voluntarily sits
on that mat before clicking and treating. 

Once your dog is coming to the mat and sitting reliably, you’re going to wait for the
dog to volunteer a down. Click and treat the instant the dog lies down.

SUPER SKILL 
INTRO TO SETTLE ON A MAT

PUPPY POWER PROGRAM
Step by Step Tutorial Handouts
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S U P E R S K I L L  -  N O S E  T A R G E T

When your dog makes eye contact say the cue to settle
When your dog lays down on the mat, bend your knees and deliver a treat
between the paws 
Stand up and repeat delivering a rapid number of treats  between the paws
Release your dog say the release cue 
Moment your dog gets up verbal praise “Good Puppy!”
Repeat

Is your dog a little too excited? Maybe a little bit of a maniac when people come
to the door? Bug you when you're trying to eat dinner? Would you love to have a
place where your dog could just chill out, yet still be in the same room with
you?

 How to teach go to a mat & Stay:

Once your dog is coming to the mat and laying down reliably, its time to add the
cue. Common “settle!,” “place!,” “spot!,” “bed!,” or “house!” Other non verbal cues
such as laying the mat down can also be used to cue your dog to settle on the
mat. When your dog begins walking towards the mat say the cue, MARK! (CLICK!)
when your dog lays down, Toss the treat & repeat. The cue can be said earlier,
the goal is to say the cue before your dog begins to move towards the mat. Once
you can reliably cue your dog to go to the mat, you can now teach the release off
the mat. It is important to teach and always use a all done cue to let your dog
know the settle, sit, down or even crate is over. 

Common all done cues “Free!”, “Okay!”,  " Break" “All done!”, or “Release!”

Teaching Settle on a Mat…

Ditch the clicker and its time to get your dog to settle on the mat. From this point
the goal is to teach your dog that the mat is a relaxing safe place to hang out and
good things happen. Now its time to work with the three D- distraction, distance,
and duration. Important to teach and always use a all done cue to let your dog
know the settle, sit, down or even crate is over. Common all done cues “Free!”,
“Okay!”, “All done!”, “Release!”, or even a hand up gesture. 

Change the delivery of the treat and Teach the release
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

SUPER SKILL 
LEVEL-2 SETTLE ON A MAT

PUPPY POWER PROGRAM
Step by Step Tutorial Handouts
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S U P E R S K I L L  -  N O S E  T A R G E T

Is your dog a little too excited? Maybe a little bit of a maniac when people come
to the door? Bug you when you're trying to eat dinner? Would you love to have a
place where your dog could just chill out, yet still be in the same room with
you?

 L-3 go to a mat & Stay:
Once your dog is coming to the mat and laying down reliably on cue, its time to go
to the next step. Add small movements away 1-2 steps away from the mat return
and deliver treat between the paws. Next you can add duration between treat
adding 1-2 seconds at a time progress at a pace your dog is successful. When
adding distraction start with very small movement of the distraction, for example if
using a dog start with a dog laying down not making eye contact before trying to
use a dog that is walking by. When working with the three DDD, only work on one at
a time. If working on distance, be sure there isn't distractions or staying away too
long (duration).

Troubleshooting settle on a mat:
What if my dog doesn’t move? Just be patient. If your dog gets really stuck (lies
down, for instance), you can toss a treat (no click, just toss) to get him up and
moving.

What if my dog wanders off? Some inexperienced dogs might not understand the
process. To help the novice dog, try this. Click and treat 10 times in a row. Click,
then toss the treat away a few feet. You’re not clicking for anything in particular,
just pairing the sound of the click with the tossed treat. Tossing the treat gets the
dog moving; once the dog is up and moving, it’s a sure bet that, inadvertently, he’ll
walk across or onto that mat. Then, click and treat.

 My dog just stares at me—what do I do? Stand (or sit) still and look at the mat.
Keep your eyes on the mat and resist the urge to “help” your dog.

SUPER SKILL 
LEVEL-3 SETTLE ON A MAT

PUPPY POWER PROGRAM
Step by Step Tutorial Handouts
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B E H A V I O R  M O D I F I C A T I O N  -  P U P P Y  N I P P I N G

When the puppy grabs a hand or
sweater, for example, disengage him
gently and provide a suitable
replacement—a chew toy—instead.
Keep a couple of chewable
replacements for your clothes and
hands handy in each room where the
puppy spends time. Ideas: rawhide,
toys, knotted rope, an old sock with a
tennis ball in it, empty marrow bone.
Rotate the chew toys.
Give your puppy something permissible
to chew on while you scratch his back
and belly. This helps him to learn that
some things are OK to chew on. Many
puppies have learned in this way to
grab a chew toy before they come over
to you, as a way of telling you that they
know what the rules for safe play are!
Reinforce that with the scratching and
rubbing they want!

https://a2bdogtraining.com/

CHANGING BEHAVIOR: PUPPY NIPPING

All puppies like to play and wrestle and nip each other. When they come to live
with people, they want to play in the same way. They don't know that our skin is
far more tender than their littermates’ fur—so sometimes those nips can hurt!

In the litter, mother dogs and littermates teach a puppy when he's biting too
hard. Mom gets up and leaves; littermates yip and stop playing. A puppy that
has been taken from the litter too young, or that has no littermates, may be
particularly nippy because he did not have a chance to learn “bite inhibition” the
natural way. Teething may also be a cause of nipping, as the puppy wants
something in his mouth to chew on and will grab hold of anything at first.

Management combined with operant conditioning
principles is the best line of defense.

Don't let the puppy play with your hands or clothes. Simply stop the fun, and
leave. If biting always stops the fun, biting at hands and clothes will occur
less often. Often this is enough to extinguish playful nipping, but probably
not enough to extinguish nipping due to teething discomfort.
Have a safe and comfortable spot where you can leave the puppy when you
cannot play with him or watch him; an X pen with his bedding and some toys
in it, or an area fenced off with baby gates. Nippy puppies go back to their
own space for a while.
When the puppy grabs you or your clothing, stop moving. The movement
seems like play to the dog. The fun is gone if you are still.



NERD  OUT  -  MANAGEMENT

Management can be puppy pens or crates to create a safe space for your puppy, or you
can also use baby gates, leads or tethers to prevent access to certain areas of your home
and avoid your puppy escaping out of the front door when visitors arrive. Make sure you
choose the right type of management as some puppies are particularly adventurous!

Other things you can do include tidying everything away you don’t want your puppy to get
hold of, providing plenty of toys and chew items for your puppy to engage with and
blocking off access to tight spaces around the home. 

You also want to make sure that your puppy has a space they can relax, where they won’t
be disturbed by children or other family members. You also want to ensure any older dogs
in the household have their own space away from your puppy too. Putting management in
place makes all the difference.

YOUR DOG, YOUR LIFELINE

Management comes in many forms but they all
share one common purpose - to prevent your
puppy practicing undesirable behaviour. Puppies
learn really quickly to repeat things that lead to
fun outcomes and this quickly forms habits
which are difficult to change.

Instead of having to modify your puppy's
existing behaviour, it is far better 
to prevent bad habits from forming in the first
place.

Journey to Physical and Emotional Freedom

www.EMPOWEREDDOG.com

WHAT IS MANAGEMENT
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CHANGING BEHAVIOR: JUMPING

Management combined with operant conditioning
principles is the best line of defense.

Why puppies jump.
Puppies jump up to say hello, quite simply. They don’t know how humans prefer to
be greeted, and it never occurs to them that they might knock us over or ruin our
clothes. Thankfully, consistent anti-jump training can quickly solve the problem for
good.

Anti-jump training when you arrive home.
Open the door a teeny bit. If your puppy jumps up, close the door.
Repeat until you can step through the door without your puppy jumping up.
If he jumps on you, turn away. If he keeps jumping, go back outside and start
again.

Whenever your puppy keeps four paws on the floor, praise and pet him.

Anti-jump training inside your house.
When your puppy jumps on you, remove eye contact and if needed turn your back
to him.

When he stops jumping, turn around to face him. If he jumps again, turn your back
to him again. 

Repeat until he stops jumping. Then pet and praise him.

If your puppy keeps jumping up when you turn your back, walk away from him,
ignoring him completely. If he follows and jumps again, step out of the room.
Either close a door between you or put him in his confinement area for a minute or
two. (The point is not that he is being bad, but that you won’t play when he jumps.)

Anti-jump training when visitors come to your house.
When someone comes to the house, put your puppy on leash before you open the
door.

Open the door and invite the visitor in. Once he calms down, let him receive pets
from visitor.

Leave the leash on your puppy during the visit. You don’t have to hold it the entire
time, but if at any point during the visit your puppy jumps up on your visitor, grab
the leash, Remember to praise and reward him with pets and attention when he
keeps four paws on the floor.

Anti-jump training when you meet people on the street.
Always stop before your puppy can reach the visitor on the street. When your pup
settles down or even offers a sit, you can invite the visitor to come closer and
even pet if your pup remains calm. Once your puppy can keep four paws on the
floor in the above situations (and you have trained sit), begin to ask for a sit
before he says hello. With time and practice, your puppy will automatically sit
when he wants to greet people.



NERD  OUT  -  T R EA T  TOURNAMENT

Treat tournament is a great way to discover which treats your puppy loves versus those
they only like a little. Their preferences might surprise you! 

To start, have a selection of treats prepared - these could be bite size pieces of different
meats, kibble, apple, peanut butter, cheese, hotdog, cucumber or other dog treats. 

Select two at a time and present them in front of your puppy’s nose, low and evenly apart.
Allow them to explore, sniff and choose which treat they would like the most. When they’ve
made their decision, remove the other treat and select another pair for the next round. 

Continue in this way until you know which treats your puppy likes the most, and which
have been left until the end. You can do this multiple times with different pairings to find
out which treats are their ultimate favourites. Their preferences may vary at different times
of the day or in different locations.

Always make sure you have a selection of your puppy’s favourite treats to train with, in
addition to their normal food.

YOUR DOG, YOUR LIFELINE
Journey to Physical and Emotional Freedom
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FINDING YOUR DOGS FAVOURITE

Store bought treats
kibble
deli meat
cheese
peanut butter
cucumber
hotdog
apple
cut up hamburger
boiled chicken

Example Treats:


